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We Don’t Play But Lighten Up 

(parenthesis is a side note) 

Hook -- Lighten up,  Lighten up, “oh o.k., cool man”, we don’t play but, lighten up, “right..right..”, Lighten 

up We uplift you 

Peace… 

 

(Verse #1) 

Don’t consent to be all caught up in the crisis 

Know it or not lighten up, the mystery is priceless 

Open up breathe this episode don’t fight this 

He knows the road rest in that G O D the nicest 

 

What a blessing when the cultures come together for a thought 

Unity Olympic athletes stories and community 

Similar to GGN Stormy Fronts doin’ thangs 

Just Glad for any light or any sense of humor B 

 

Brotha Briiiii – kiss the girls n make em cry, no hug em’ n help em laugh (old Daily News friend used to 

joke) 

Feeling better is the prize 

Treasure chest of stream appreciates to elevate the mind ( people that like streams, waterfall etc) 

Take a breathe to breathe no play by play L’living through a rhyme 

 

Respectfully reflect on the season,  

rest to redirect prioritize in time and realize the reason 

Maintain and don’t strain lift it up 
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God’s favor will remain we thank you in advance Keep reachin’ 

 

 

Hook -- Lighten up,  Lighten up, “oh o.k., cool man”, we don’t play but lighten up, “right..right..”, Lighten 

up We uplift you 

Peace… 

 

Verse #2 – 

 

Do we seem craaaazy, phased, maybe, they shot first, 

It got worse, but God graced me (rhythms from the Muddy Waters album…thanks man) 

Close to the most n love for bro’s breezy brayzee (Brandon and I used to call each other  Bree and Bray) 

Depression is a fog that dissipates thought it’s hazy 

 

Consumer climate rhymes designed to zap n help us heal 

Blood clot wine lists relax n listen please chill 

That’s real let your soul fill lifted up 

On your pivot still right?? Mystery revealed…. 

 

Wheels of steel we know that’s how you deal, tie the laces (Big ups to all the D.J.s…) 

Every session counts keepin’ on love patience 

Friends in high places spirit body fellowship Owel’in  chases join the hope together closin’ cases 
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Hats n glasses past the sasses holdin’ on to soothe the masses 

Special needs are here to teach beyond telemetries n fastest 

Thankfully we know to sharpen iron, enlighten Ian 

Divine design with your rhymes Keep shinin’ 

 

 

Hook -- Lighten up,  Lighten up, “oh o.k., cool man”, we don’t play but lighten up, “right..right..”, Lighten 

up We uplift you 

Peace… 

 

 

 

Outro 

 

God, we pray that you bless n heal the loving people and course correct those you can all skins, shapes, 

sizes and mindsets. Please help us have the anointment so you can work through the people around 

us…we give God the credit…mercy, love, grace…he wakes us up every day…. 

Peace n blessings to Steve Harvey..thanks man…Peace…. 

 

Hook -- Lighten up,  Lighten up, “oh o.k., cool man”, we don’t play but lighten up, “right..right..”, Lighten 

up We uplift you 

Peace… 

 

(Cool guys, so anyway, business as usual. The unsettled “cover the truth up” denial population continues 

to try to wear on our spirits and steal our moments of peace…but a lot of folks are realizing what they 

are doing is wrong….mind controlling and using someone who can’t hear them as a media topic 

source…some try to help some don’t…there’s a difference…is Karma real? Well, we are not here to re-

invent the wheel…all we can do is pray for folks and hope they are as comfortable as possible…lots of 
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compassionate people would like to see the chafe from the wheat manifest, which will separate them 

from the mind crime…most are just there to be together and help folks feel better, including 

themselves…it’s tough living in today’s space camera reality….cool guys…slow n easy….much 

love…peace…) 


